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At Saucony, our purpose is to empower the human spirit.
With every stride, on every run, and in every community.
And this season, we’re making sure that what we do,
Lives up to what we say.
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We’re bringing peak performance.
From our award-winning shoes and apparel,
To the records our athletes smash,
And the runners whose dreams we inspire.
 
We’re rethinking our impact.
Choosing our materials and processes
With the future of our roads, trails, and planet in mind.
 
Most importantly, we’re rallying our community.
From the people we run with, to our partners, 
And the local shops we call home.
 
Let’s lace up and hit the road,
Because one good run leads to another.
And we’re all in this together. For good.
 
Saucony. Run for Good.
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Four styles. One feeling: Faster. 

The award-winning Endorphin Collection is back. 

Engineered with elite athletes. Proven by personal bests. 

These are the shoes that dreams are made of. 

This season, SPEEDROLL Technology meets refined 

fit for an even more secure ride on the road. 

And now introducing the Endorphin Trail, designed 

to take speed to a whole new elevation.
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Premium cushioning
Ultra-plush and springy PWRRUN+ 

Enhanced breathability
Light-as-air mono-mesh

Sleeker style
Crafted design for the run and beyond
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The VIZIPRO Pack is a supercharged take on 

some of our go-to footwear and apparel styles. 

Featuring a can’t-miss combo of ultra-bright colors and 

reflective elements, we designed this lineup with both 

visibility and confidence in mind. Dedicated to runners 

who chase their dreams at all hours, it’s a head-to-toe 

collection of our best, so you can run your brightest.
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Endorphin Pro2 Faster than your wildest dreams. 
It debuted at the head of the pack, and now the Endorphin Pro 2 is here to 
rewrite your race pace. Again. Improved fit and support let you focus on the 
finish line, while our winning combo of ultralight PWRRUN PB and a carbon 
fiber plate propel you there at top speed.

Good things to know
Roll to a new PB 

SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the 
feeling of continuous momentum. Elevated cushioning 
and a stiff forefoot combine for an instantly responsive 
ride so you can run faster, not harder. 

Fastest to the finish 
 
The Endorphin Pro 2 combines ultralight and springy 
PWRRUN PB cushioning with our signature S-curve 
carbon fiber plate for maximum SPEEDROLL effect. 
Getting more out of each stride makes running at top 
speed feel easier, so you get to the finish line faster.

New, winning fit 
 
Improved heel support and an updated lacing system 
provide an even better fit than before, giving you a 
distraction-free ride start to finish. 

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 7.5oz (213g)

Women 6.3oz (179g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN PB

Offset
8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Scarlet / Black
S20687-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20687-65 (M)

Concord / Jade
S10687-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10687-65 (M)

Reverie
S20687-40 (M)
 

Reverie
S10687-40 (M)

Black / White
S20687-10 (M)

Royal / White
S20687-30 (M)

Black / White
S10687-10 (M)

Royal / White
S10687-30 (M)

NewNew

Available
Varies

6/1/21 9/1/21

SRP
$249.95
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Endorphin Speed2 Podium-worthy. On and off the course. 
Building on an award-winning year, the Endorphin Speed 2 is back with its 
just-right combo of ultralight PWRRUN PB cushioning and a flexible nylon 
plate. It shines for both speed work and long miles, workouts and race day. 
Finally, a shoe that works as hard as you do.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 7.9oz (224g)

Women 7.0oz (198g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN PB

Offset
8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Scarlet / Black
S20688-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20688-65 (M)

Concord / Jade
S10688-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10688-65 (M)

Reverie
S20688-40 (M)
 

Reverie
S10688-40 (M)

Black / Shadow
S20688-10 (M)

Royal / Black
S20688-30 (M)

Black / Shadow
S10688-10 (M)

Royal / Blaze
S10688-30 (M)

NewNew

Good things to know
Rolling in speed 

SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the feeling 
of continuous momentum. Its two core variables are elevated 
cushioning and a stiff forefoot, which together result in an 
instantly responsive ride so you can run faster, not harder. 

Versatile energy return 
 
The Endorphin Speed 2 combines ultralight and springy 
PWRRUN PB cushioning with a full-length, semi-rigid 
nylon plate that’s more flexible than carbon fiber, resulting 
in a powerful SPEEDROLL effect that works for both 
speed workouts and races. 

Superior fit 
 
We worked with our athletes to fine-tune the heel shape 
and fit for a locked-in feeling, mile after mile. 

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Available
Varies

6/15/21 9/1/21

SRP
$199.95
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Endorphin Shift2 Make every day feel like your best day.   
The Endorphin Shift 2 is the definition of effortless performance. It mixes a 
lofty bed of PWRRUN cushioning with propulsive SPEEDROLL Technology so 
you get more out of each stride. And with its perfect touch of stability, you 
can count on lots of feel-good miles, every day of the week. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.4oz (295g)

Women 9.2oz (261g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(38mm / 34mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

Key details

Space / Mulberry
S20689-30 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20689-65 (M)

Razzle / Limelight
S10689-30 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10689-65 (M)

Black / White
S20689-10 (M)
 

Black / White
S10689-10 (M)

Alloy / Jade
S20689-20 (M)

Reverie
S20689-40 (M)

Powder / Scarlet
S10689-20 (M)

Reverie
S10689-40 (M)

NewNew

Good things to know
Rock and roll 
SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the 
feeling of continuous momentum. Elevated cushioning 
and a stiff forefoot combine for an instantly responsive 
ride so you can run faster, not harder. 

Feels refreshingly plush  
 
Its thick bed of springy PWRRUN cushioning alone 
provides a plusher take on SPEEDROLL and makes the 
Endorphin Shift 2 perfect for every distance and any day 
of the week, especially those when you want your shoes 
to do a little more work for you.

Streamlined stability 
 
A new, trimmed-down TPU heel counter shaves off 
weight while providing great heel fit. Up top, enjoy a more 
breathable mesh for all-day comfort. 

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Available
Varies

6/15/21 9/1/21

SRP
$179.95
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Hurricane23 Next-level capability and comfort.
The Hurricane 23 holds nothing back—it’s pure luxury with a progressive 
approach to stability. Its supportive guidance frame works with the security 
of the upper to guide each step without feeling restrictive. When paired with 
PWRRUN+ cushioning, the final result is an invigorating soft, plush ride that’s 
quick to conquer anything. 

Good things to know
Stacked with soft spring 

Lightweight PWRRUN+ cushioning provides a luxurious 
plush feel with enough spring to keep legs feeling fresh. 

Stability without restraint 

The TPU guidance frame works in tandem with the 
structure of the upper to guide each step without 
feeling overly restrictive.

Goes the extra mile

Crafted details—a suede tongue, debossed logos, 
and reflective stitching—make this shoe look as 
good as it feels.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.4oz (323g)

Women 9.8oz (278g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
8mm 

(33.5mm / 25.5mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

Key details

1/1/21

Alloy / Scarlet
S20615-20 (M)

Fog / Ultraviolet
S10615-20 (M)

C/O Fog / Cobalt
S20615-55 (M)

Space / Royal / Fire
S20615-30 (M)

Reverie
S20615-40 (M)

C/O Zinc / Midnight
S10615-35 (M)

Space / Fairytale
S10615-30 (M)

Reverie
S10615-40 (M)

C/O Black / VIZIGold
S20615-45 (M)
S20616-45 (W)

C/O Black / Rosewater
S10615-45 (M)
S10616-45 (W)

New Colours
7/1/21

7/1/21

SRP
$199.95
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Triumph19 Runs like a dream.
Sometimes everything clicks—you lace up, take a few opening strides, and 
just get lost in the miles. That’s the magic of the Triumph 19. With a plush bed 
of PWRRUN+ cushioning and its light-as-air feel, you’ll be looking forward to 
your long run all week.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.2oz (290g)

Women 9.1oz (258g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Royal / Space
S20678-30 (M)

Razzle / Blaze
S10678-30 (M)

Alloy / Fire
S20678-20 (M)
S20679-20 (W)

Reverie
S20678-40 (M)

Alloy / Powder
S10678-20 (M)
S10679-20 (W)

Reverie
S10678-40 (M)

Black / White
S20678-10 (M)
S20679-10 (W)

Black / White
S10678-10 (M)
S10679-10 (W)

NewNew

Good things to know
Dreamy cushioning 

Plush and responsive PWRRUN+ foam gives you
a luxurious feel for even your longest runs. 

Light-as-air feel 

New engineered mono-mesh upper and articulated eyerow 
provide a sleek, socklike fit that adapts to the foot.

Crafted design

Soft suede detailing on the tongue and sides help you transition 
effortlessly from your workout to the rest of your day.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Available
7/1/21

SRP
$199.95
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Freedom4 Liberate your run.
The Freedom 4 packs a fast, springy feel to get you through every mile and 
every rep. Updated with ultra-light, high-performance PWRRUN PB cushioning 
and the ability to better handle lateral movement, its versatility is ready 
to take on whatever you want, wherever you want—running or otherwise.

Good things to know
Feels light and springy 

Updated with our ultralight PWRRUN PB cushioning that 
takes energy efficiency to new heights. 

Stays with you

From a treadmill class to bootcamp, this shoe’s slightly 
wider base and strategic stabilizers ensure you have 
the confidence to give every interval and every rep 
everything you’ve got. 

Style that works 

The crafted details—a suede tongue, debossed logos, and 
hidden reflectivity—make for a truly high-performing shoe 
that can be worn all day.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 7.5oz (213g)

Women 6.5oz (184g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN PB

Offset
4mm 

(28mm / 24mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Alloy / VIZI Orange
S20617-20 (M)

Power / Jade
S10617-20 (M)

Royal / Stone
S20617-30 (M)

Fairytale / Space
S10617-30 (M)

C/O Black / Stone
S20617-45 (M)

C/O Black / Sunset
S10617-45 (M)

New Colours
8/1/21

3/1/21 8/1/21

SRP
$199.95
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Ride14 Are you in for the Ride?
The evolution of the reliable Ride 14 combines the comfort and cushioning you’d 
expect with a new bolder, faster design you’ll want to wear well past the run.

Good things to know
Consistently good cushioning 

PWRRUN cushioning continues to provide just the right 
amount of softness, yet responsive enough to tackle as 
many miles as you wish.

Bolder and faster

Inspired by wear testing and consumer feedback, the 
updated shape and handcrafted feel deliver a sleek, 
secure profile that’s faster and more dynamic than before.

Slipper-like fit

The clean look of FORMFIT combines a new and 
improved engineered mesh to optimize breathability 
with a lighter, thinner internal construction for 
a comfortable and custom fit.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 9.4oz (266g)

Women 8.4oz (238g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(32mm / 24mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Reverie
S10650-40 (M)

Reverie
S20650-40 (M)

Razzle / Fairytale
S10650-30 (M)

Royal / Space
S20650-30 (M)

Powder / Concord 
S10650-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10650-65 (M)

VIZI / Scarlet
S20650-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20650-65 (M)

C/O Charcoal / Black
S10650-45 (M)
S10651-45 (W)

C/O Fog / Cherry
S10650-55 (M)

C/O Charcoal / Black
S20650-45 (M)
S20651-45 (W)

C/O Fog / Storm / Black 
S20650-35 (M)

New Colours
Varies

4/1/21 7/1/21 9/1/21

SRP
$164.95
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Guide14 Confident strides forward.
Guiding your every mile, the Guide 14 is pure performance in a shoe. You’ll even 
want to wear it past your workout. The look is clean, the ride is smooth and, 
most importantly, you’ll be confident with every stride forward.

Good things to know
Eye-opening comfort

Newly formulated PWRRUN foam packs in more 
responsiveness with a softer feel than most other EVA 
formulations, so it delivers a livelier sensation than what 
stability-seeking runners are accustomed to.

Flawless stability  
 
The tonal medial TPU guidance frame and 3D-engineered 
fascia in the upper both help deliver 360 degrees of 
stability while disappearing into the design of the shoe for 
a clean overall look.

Distraction-free fit

FORMFIT addresses the collective constructions that help 
our shoes wrap and fit around your entire foot, and the 
Guide 14 has been streamlined to achieve more comfort 
with less bulk. Runners will primarily notice this in the 
enhanced heel fit and a generally lighter feel on foot.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.5oz (298g)

Women 9.4oz (266g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15, 16

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

Key details

Reverie
S10654-40 (M)

Reverie
S20654-40 (M)

Blue Blaze / Berry
S10654-30 (M)

Mulberry / Lime
S20654-30 (M)

Concord / Stone
S10654-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10654-66 (M)

Jade / VIZI Orange
S20654-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20654-66 (M)

C/O Charcoal / Rose
S10654-45 (M)
S10655-45 (W)

C/O Charcoal / VIZI Gold
S20654-45 (M)
S20655-45 (W)

C/O Alloy / Cherry
S10654-55 (M)

C/O Alloy / Cobalt
S20654-55 (M)

New Colours
Varies

2/1/21 7/1/21 9/1/21

SRP
$169.95
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Omni20
W

o
m

en
M

en

Weight
Men 11.7oz (332g)

Women  10.3oz (292g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(34mm / 26mm)

Category
Stability

Key details

Royal / Black
S20681-30 (M)

Blue Blaze / Raz
S10681-30 (M)

Alloy / Fire
S20681-20 (M)
S20682-20 (W)

Alloy / Jade
S10681-20 (M)
S10682-20 (W)

Black / White
S20681-10 (M)
S20682-10 (W)

Black / White
S10681-10 (M)
S10682-10 (W)

NewNew

Good things to know

Same heart. New sole.
The Omni 20 is back with its signature support and a smoother ride than ever 
before. With SPEEDROLL-inspired geometry, it’s a faster take on stability that 
perfectly celebrates the 20th anniversary of this Saucony classic.

More feel-good cushioning  

PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right softness and a 
springy, more responsive feel than you’d expect from a shoe 
this supportive.

Speedy stability

Its extended medial post provides plenty of familiar support 
while SPEEDROLL-inspired geometry gives you a feeling of 
more momentum with every stride.

Stable doesn’t mean stiff

With FORMFIT construction that hugs your foot and an 
updated flex-groove configuration, the Omni delivers the 
perfect ride for lots of easygoing miles.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Available
7/15/21

SRP
$179.95
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Echelon8 A feel-good ride that accommodates all who run.
For those who need a protective shoe that meets a wide-range of needs, 
the generous and accommodating Echelon 8 welcomes them with feel-good 
cushioning, a balanced and stable ride, and a secure fit.

Good things to know
More feel-good cushioning 

New PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right 
softness and a springy, more responsive feel for 
endless miles of comfort.

Stable as ever 

The shoe’s solid foundation feels even more stable 
thanks to a new lightweight midfoot support panel.

Generous and secure fit

Those with orthotics, or flat and voluminous feet find 
comfort in the spacious FORMFIT construction, made 
even more secure with a new 3D heel counter.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 12.5oz 

(354g)
Women 10.8oz 

(309g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(35mm / 27mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

Key details

C/O Black / White
S20574-40 (M)
S20575-40 (W)                
S20576-40 (XW)

C/O Storm / Black
S20574-55 (M)
S20575-55 (W)

Shadow / Mulberry
S20574-31 (M)
S20575-31 (W)

C/O Black / White
S10574-40 (M)
S10575-40 (W)

C/O Charcoal / Cherry
S10574-55 (M)
S10575-55 (W)

Space / Razzle
S10574-31 (M)
S10575-31 (W)

New Colours
7/1/21

8/1/20 2/1/21 7/1/21

SRP
$159.95
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Kinvara12 Light speeds ahead.
The Kinvara 12 is our trusted go-fast trainer, further refined to make the most of 
less. Made lighter with a simplified upper, the ride feels as fast as ever—with the 
flex needed to get you to the start line stronger and the finish line sooner. 

Good things to know
Feels light and fast

PWRRUN cushioning maintains the lightweight 
responsiveness that makes this shoe a favorite for daily 
training miles or racing longer distances.  

More aggressive handling

The addition of more ground contact adds power to 
the flexible ride, making the transition from landing 
to takeoff even faster. 

Stripped-down comfort

Lightweight printing gives just enough structure to 
the breathable, adaptable mesh upper to feel secure 
without weighing you down.  

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 7.5oz (213g)

Women 6.5oz (184g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(28.5mm / 24.4mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Reverie
S10619-40 (M)

Reverie
S20619-40 (M)

Fairytale / Razzle
S10619-30 (M)

VIZI / Scarlet
S20619-21 (M)

Jade / Concord
S10619-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S10619-65 (M)

Shadow / Jade
S20619-20 (M)

VIZIPRO
S20619-65 (M)

C/O Black / Silver
S20619-45 (M)

C/O Cobalt / Citrus
S20619-55 (M)
S20620-55 (W)

C/O Black / Silver
S10619-45 (M)

C/O Cherry / Silver
S10619-55 (M)
S10620-55 (W)

New Colours
Varies

2/1/21 7/1/21 9/1/21

SRP
$139.95
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Jazz22 Performance essentials for a good run.
For new runners who want a reliable shoe, the Jazz 22 gets the performance 
right for a comfortable run—resilient cushioning, a smooth ride, and a 
comfortable fit.

Good things to know
Resilient cushioning 

With new PWRRUN cushioning underfoot, you feel 
energized to run strong. 

Smooth ride

The TRI-FLEX outsole makes the shoe flexible to keep 
every stride fluid.

Lightweight fit 

FORMFIT mesh upper stretches and adapts for the 
ultimate light and unrestrained feeling.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 9.4oz (266g)

Women 8.3oz (235g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(31.5mm / 23.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

C/O Storm / Cobalt
S20567-55 (M)

C/O Lilac / Storm
S10567-7 (M)

C/O Black
S20567-35 (M)

C/O Rosewater / Black 
S10567-6 (M)

Available
Now

SRP
$129.95
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Clarion2 The run calls loud and clear.
Get running with the comfort of the Clarion 2. The responsive feel of 
VERSARUN cushioning and sleek silhouette of the new mesh upper ensure 
every run starts and ends with you looking and feeling good. 

Good things to know
Responsive cushioning 

A healthy stack of VERSARUN cushioning packs plenty 
of underfoot comfort and protection. 

Steady ride 

The stable platform and outsole design ensure steady 
strides at any pace.

Light and sleek

The engineered mesh keeps the look streamlined and lets 
feet breathe easy.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 8.6oz (244g)

Women 7.7oz (218g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
8mm 

(30.5mm / 22.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

C/O Storm / Citrus
S20553-3 (M)

C/O Grey / Black
S20553-2 (M)

C/O Charcoal / Rosewater
S10553-3 (M)

C/O Storm / Copper
S10553-4 (M)

Available
Now

SRP
$109.95
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Cohesion14

Good things to know

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details

Black / Black
S20628-5 (M)
S20629-5 (W)

Black / Black
S10628-5 (M)
S10629-5 (W)

Get a running start.
Start your running journey here. The Cohesion 14 gives you everything you need 
for a smooth, feel-good run—ample VERSARUN cushioning, a fluid feel from heel 
to toe, and a comfortable, secure fit.  

Feels like a good start 

VERSARUN cushioning absorbs impact and reduces 
pressure for comfortable strides at every level of running. 

Smooth underfoot

The redesigned outsole takes cues from our most trusted 
styles for a smooth feel that holds up to lots of miles.

Comfortable fit 

The redesigned upper includes added heel support for a 
more comfortable, secure hold. 

Weight
Men 9.1oz (260g)

Women 7.6oz (218g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
12mm 

(28.5mm / 16.5mm)

Category
Neutral

Charcoal / Red
S20628-2 (M)

Blue / Black
S20628-3 (M)

Charcoal / Coral
S10628-2 (M)

Navy / Sky
S10628-3 (M)

Black / White
S20628-1 (M)
S20629-1 (W)

Black / Pink
S10628-1 (M)
S10629-1 (W)

NewNew

Available
6/1/21

SRP
$94.95
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29

30

31

34

36

37

Endorphin Trail

Xodus

Switchback

Peregrine

Canyon TR

Excursion TR

Cohesion TR

Trail Lineup
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EndorphinTrail Climbs mountains. Podiums, too.   
The Endorphin Trail takes our revolutionary, race-ready SPEEDROLL 
Technology off-road for the first time, delivering a propulsive running 
experience like no other. This lightweight yet maximally cushioned shoe 
will carry you up, down, and over even the gnarliest of trails, so that no 
matter the distance, your time in the wild feels like a dream.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.4oz 

(295g)
Women 9.0oz 

(255g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN PB

Offset
4mm 

(36.5mm / 
32.5mm)

Lug Height
4.5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Black / Gravel
S20647-10 (M)

Reverie
S20647-40 (M)

Black / Gravel
S10647-10 (M)

Reverie
S10647-40 (M)

NewNew

Rolling hills meet their match 

Revolutionary SPEEDROLL Technology now goes 
off-road, propelling you over trails with the feeling 
of continuous momentum. 

Versatile energy return 

The Endorphin Trail features a lofty bed of our 
most premium PWRRUN PB cushioning, wrapped 
in a net mesh for added durability over long miles.

Just-right fit and protection

Comfortable, quick-fit trail sleeve gives you added 
protection from dirt and debris.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Good things to know

Scarlet / Black
S20647-20 (M)

Concord / Jade
S10647-20 (M)

Available
6/15/21

SRP
$199.95
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Xodus11 We’ve reached a new peak.
Get out and stay out in our most cushioned trail shoe that’s ready for 
long days on rugged terrain. An aggressive lug pattern and PWRTRAC 
rubber outsole ensure great grip, while PWRRUN+ cushioning lends a 
full-suspension ride over as many miles as you can cover. Lace up and 
test your limits in the Xodus 11. 

Good things to know
Unending grip 

Aggressive, multi-directional 5mm lugs combine with 
PWRTRAC rubber to give you the control and traction to 
confidently tackle any terrain. 

Full-suspension feel 

Run longer and more comfortably with energizing 
PWRRUN+ cushioning and the protection 
of a rock plate underfoot. 

Durable and breathable

The new durable engineered mesh upper allows you to 
run longer with greater comfort. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.9oz 

(337g)
Women 10.5oz 

(299g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
4mm 

(31.5mm / 
27.5mm)

Lug Height
5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Scarlet / Olive
S20638-20 (M)

Jade / Mauve
S10638-20 (M)

New Colours
7/1/21

SRP
$179.95
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Switchback2 Dialed to grip and rip trails fast.
For trail runners looking to get to their destination fast, the lightweight 
Switchback 2 is a race-ready machine that delivers more of what you need—
long-distance cushioning placed into a nimble, grippy, and dialed-in package.

Good things to know
Precise grip 

The sole’s toothy lugs made of PWRTRAC tacky rubber 
were designed using pressure-mapping data to give you 
grip exactly where and how you need it.

Quick and protected

PWRRUN+ cushioning is 25% lighter, allowing for more 
protection underfoot while retaining the flexibility and 
energy return that lets you instinctively react to the trail 
with cat-like agility. A new rock plate ensures 
no debris slows you down.

DIaled fit 

A new sock-like construction features a side-set BOA 
lacing system for a locked-in fit that is more comfortable 
and protects better than ever. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 8.8oz 

(249g)
Women 7.8oz 

(221g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
4mm 

(22mm / 18mm)

Lug Height
5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Scarlet / Brick
S20581-30 (M)

Space / Razzle
S10581-30 (M)

New Colours
7/1/21

SRP
$169.95
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Peregrine11 Hit the trails at peak speed.
Feel the speed and grip of the always-capable Peregrine 11. Built on a trusted 
foundation of PWRTRAC rubber lugs and PWRRUN cushioning, it delivers 
a ride that feels both aggressive and responsive. And with an even more 
protective upper than before, it’s packed with everything you need to 
move fast over any type of rugged terrain. 

Good things to know
Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC tacky rubber 
conform to dig in and confidently grip a wide 
variety of terrains. 

Feels rock steady 

PWRRUN cushioning supplies a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing 
uphill and driving downhill with confidence. 

Durable speed

The new ultralight, durable top layer adds durability to the 
comfortable air mesh bootie so nothing snags your speed.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.9oz 

(310g)
Women 9.5oz 

(270g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height
5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Alloy / Olive / VIZI
S20641-20 (M)

Royal / Space / Fire
S20641-30 (M)

Reverie
S20641-40 (M)

Shadow / Jade
S10641-20 (M)

Royal / Limelight
S10641-30 (M)

Reverie
S10641-40 (M)

C/O Gravel / Black
S20641-35 (M)
S20642-35 (W)

C/O Zinc / Sky / Loom
S10641-35 (M)
S10642-35 (W)

New Colors
7/1/21

7/1/211/1/21

SRP
$149.95
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Peregrine11 ST Go off trail. Not off speed.
When the ground gets soft, the Peregrine 11 ST goes hard. Taking the 
responsive feel of our most versatile trail shoe, this specialized version 
comes equipped with deeper lugs, spaced out to dig in and shed mud fast. 
Plus, the upper is reinforced to keep dirt and debris out, so you can focus 
on the adventure ahead.

Good things to know
Dig-deep traction 

Deeper multi-directional PWRTRAC lugs give the ultimate 
grip, specifically made to handle wet, muddy terrain.

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing 
uphill and driving downhill with confidence. 

Keeps debris out 

The debris-resistant upper is reinforced with 3D-printed overlays 
and a mesh shield over the tongue for ample protection.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.5oz 

(326g)
Women 10.1oz 

(288g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height
6.5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Space / Royal
S20644-30 (M)

Shadow / Raz / Lime
S10644-30 (M)

New Colours
7/1/21

SRP
$149.95
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Peregrine11 GTX® Plow through every puddle.
Even in the wettest conditions, feet stay dry and comfortable in the waterproof 
Peregrine 11 GTX®. You get all the grip and power you expect from our most trusted 
trail shoe with the lightweight, flexible protection of GORE-TEX® technology. 
Simply, rain and snow cannot get in and slow down your trail adventures. 

Good things to know
Keeps water out 

GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit technology provides 
best-in-class waterproof protection without making 
the shoe feel stiff or bulky.

Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC tacky rubber 
conform to dig in and confidently grip a wide v
ariety of terrain. 

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing 
uphill and driving downhill with confidence.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.5oz 

(326g)
Women 10.1oz 

(288g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height
5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

C/O Black / Gravel
S20643-45 (M)

C/O Black / Cherry
S10643-45 (M)

Available
Now

SRP
$179.95
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PeregrineICE+
W

o
m

en
M

en

Weight
Men 10.6oz 

(301g)
Women 8.9oz 

(252g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(26mm / 22mm)

Lug Height
4mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Black / VIZI
S20675-1 (M)

Black / Jade
S10675-1 (M)

Good things to know

Get a grip on winter running.
This weatherized take on our award-winning Peregrine trail shoe is just what you 
need to keep your pace up all winter long. A protective upper combines with Vibram 
Arctic Grip Technology for outstanding traction in wet, slippery conditions, giving 
you the confidence to tackle treacherous trails and roads alike.

Your most confident strides

Vibram Arctic Grip Technology provides unparalleled traction 
in wet, slippery conditions, so you can take to the trails and 
roads at full speed, all winter long.

Feels responsive and plush

PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right softness that’s 
springy and responsive for both your warmup run to the 
trailhead and the day’s adventures beyond.

Run through anything

Its weather-resistant upper helps keep you going through rain, 
snow, mud and whatever else you encounter out in the wild.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

NewNew

Available
9/1/21

SRP
$199.95
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Canyon TR2 Road to rugged.
For trails, roads, and everything in between, the Canyon TR2 is the perfect 
crossover. With springy PWRRUN cushioning and low-profile trail features, 
you can bag miles anywhere and any way you like.  

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.3oz 

(320g)
Women 9.8oz 

(278g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(33.5mm / 
26.5mm)

Lug Height
3mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Scarlet / VIZI
S20666-30 (M)

Blaze / Lime
S10666-30 (M)

Versatile, off-road grip 

The low-profile PWRTRAC lugs provide plenty of off-road 
grip yet are spaced to make the transition from road to trail 
and back again feel smooth. 

Responsive and plush wherever you run 

PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right softness that’s 
springy and responsive enough to tackle uneven terrain.

Rugged good looks

The comfortable and sleek engineered mesh upper is reinforced 
with a thin, flexible 3D-printed film for added protection and 
durability from mud and debris. 

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Good things to know

NewNew

Available
7/1/21

SRP
$149.95
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Excursion TR15 All-terrain trusted.
The Excursion TR 15 packs the necessities for a good time outdoors—essential 
cushioning, rugged traction, and durable protection—with a new streamlined 
look for wherever the trail takes you.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 10.3oz 

(292g)
Women 8.7oz 

(247g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
8mm 

(30mm / 22mm)

Lug Height
4.5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Black / Shadow
S20668-10 (M)
S20669-10 (W)

Shadow / Royal
S20668-20 (M)

Alloy / Scarlet
S20668-21 (M)

Smoke / Space
S20668-30 (M)

Black / Jade
S10668-10 (M)
S10669-10 (W)

Shadow / Jewel
S10668-20 (M)

Alloy / Mauve
S10668-21 (M)

Black / Raz / Lime
S10668-30 (M)

Rugged outsole 

Grippy lugs on the outsole are made with carbon rubber for 
rock-solid footing. 

Versatile cushioning 

A moderate stack VERSARUN cushioning packs plenty of 
underfoot comfort no matter the destination.

Durable protection

The trail-specific mesh with supportive overlays locks your 
foot into place and protects from debris without looking or 
feeling bulky. 

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Good things to know

NewNew

Available
6/1/21

SRP
$109.95
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Excursion TR15 GTX® All-terrain trusted.
The Excursion TR 15 packs the necessities for a good time—essential 
cushioning, rugged traction, and durable protection—with a new 
streamlined look for wherever the trail takes you.

Good things to know

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.3oz 

(320g)
Women 9.4oz 

(266g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14
Women 5-12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
8mm 

(30mm / 22mm)

Lug Height
4.5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Black / Shadow
S20672-1 (M)
S20673-1 (W)

Black / Jade
S10672-1 (M)
S10673-1 (W)

NewNew

Rugged outsole 

Grippy lugs on the outsole are made with carbon rubber 
for rock-solid footing.

Versatile cushioning 

A moderate stack VERSARUN cushioning packs plenty 
of underfoot comfort no matter the destination.

Durable protection

The trail-specific mesh with supportive overlays locks 
your foot into place and protects from debris without 
looking or feeling bulky.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Available
6/1/21

SRP
$149.95
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Cohesion 14TR Break new ground.
Feed your curiosity for trail adventures with the Cohesion 14 TR. It’s equipped 
for off-road explorations with lots of feel-good VERSARUN cushioning, rugged 
grip, and a secure, protective fit.  

Good things to know
Feels like a good start 

VERSARUN cushioning absorbs impact and reduces pressure 
for comfortable strides at every level of trail running. 

Rugged traction 

The grippy outsole ensures solid footing when heading off road.

Comfortable fit

The protective upper now features a new heel design for 
a more comfortable, secure hold.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 9.2oz 

(261g)
Women 7.7oz 

(219g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-11, 12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
12mm 

(29mm / 17mm)

Lug Height
3.5mm

Category
Neutral

Key details

Black / Tomato
S20633-1 (M)
S20634-1 (W)

Black / Sunset
S10633-1 (M)
S10634-1 (W)

NewNew

Available
6/1/21

SRP
$99.95
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Fastwitch9 Your guide to fast finishes.
The speedy Fastwitch 9 has what you need to accelerate from finisher 
to competitor efficiently—a light feel, responsive cushioning, guidance 
for your gait and aggressive traction.

Good things to know
Aggressive outsole 

Tacky, durable PWRTRAC provides exceptional traction 
to keep you cruising towards the finish line.

More smooth miles  

An SSL EVA midsole provides enough cushioning to keep you 
comfortable but doesn’t weigh you down, and the medial post 
keeps you feeling guided.

Fit for all 

The engineered mesh upper keeps your foot locked 
in for speed but maintains exceptional flexibility.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 6.7oz (190g)

Women 5.9oz (167g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15
Women 5-11, 12

Cushioning
SSL EVA

Offset
4mm 

(18mm / 14mm)

Category
Neutral

Key details

Future / Blue
S29053-25 (M)

Future / Pink
S19053-25 (M)

Available
Now

SRP
$139.95
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EndorphinXC Unlock a new personal best.
The Endorphin XC is our fastest spike ever, designed for the ultimate cross-
country racing experience. Lightweight and nimble with a 6-pin spike plate, 
it has the added power of a carbon-fiber plate to help propel you over the 
course and straight to the podium.

U
ni

se
x

Key details

NewNew

Weight
Unisex 5.3oz (151g)

Sizes
Unisex 3.5-14 

Reverie
S29082-40 (SPIKE)

VIZIPRO
S29082-65 (SPIKE)

Available
8/1/21

Spike SRP
$159.95
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Kilkenny XC9

Our most trusted cross-country spike.
For your first season or fifth, the Kilkenny XC 9’s accommodating fit and 4-pin 
plate will help you conquer the course and crush your goals. 

NewNew

Weight
Men 5.2oz (149g)

Women: 4.6oz (132g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

Varsity
S29080-70 (SPIKE)

Varsity
S19080-70 (SPIKE)

Black / Shadow
S29080-10 (SPIKE)

Black / Shadow
S19080-10 (SPIKE)

VIZI / Blue Blaze
S29080-30 (SPIKE)

VIZI / Blue Blaze
S19080-30 (SPIKE)

Havok XC3

Weight
Men 5.3oz (153g)

Women 4.8oz (138g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

Black
S29074-40 (SPIKE)

Black
S19074-40 (SPIKE)

VIZI / Blue Blaze
S29074-30 (SPIKE)

VIZI / Blue Blaze
S19074-30 (SPIKE)

Speed and grit for every step of the race.
The Havok XC 3 is our most aggressive cross-country spike. Built on a 6-pin 
plate, it’s designed to help you take off with power and push the pace straight 
through to the finish line.

Available
7/1/21

New Colors
7/1/21

Spike SRP
$109.95

Spike SRP
$139.95
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Echelon Walker3 An accommodating fit for all who walk.
For those who need a shoe that meets a wide-range of needs, the generous 
and accommodating Echelon Walker 3 welcomes them with feel-good 
cushioning and a balanced and stable ride.

Good things to know
Feels light and springy 

PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing cushioning and 
gives you a luxurious underfoot feel that won’t break down.

Durable upper 

With a crafted full grain leather upper, every stroll is a 
comfortable one.

Slip-resistant outsole 

Slip-resistant soles allow for confident strides on all types 
of surfaces.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 13.9oz (394g)

Women 12.5oz (354g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-11, 12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Key details

C/O White
S40200-1 (M)
S40201-1 (W)

C/O White
S50200-1 (M)
S50201-1 (W)

C/O Black
S50200-2 (M)
S50201-2 (W)

C/O Black
S40200-2 (M)
S40201-2 (W)

Available
Now

SRP
$169.95
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Omni Walker3 All-day comfort and stability.
For those who need an extremely comfortable and plush walking shoe with 
the perfect amount of stability and cushioning for moderate overpronating.  

Good things to know
Feels light and springy 

PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing cushioning and 
gives you a luxurious underfoot feel that won’t break down.

Durable upper 

With a crafted full grain leather upper, every stroll is a 
comfortable one.

Slip-resistant outsole 

Slip-resistant soles allow for confident strides on all types 
of surfaces.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 12.9oz (366g)

Women 11.6oz (329g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-11, 12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Key details

C/O White
S50202-1 (M)
S50203-1 (W)

C/O Black
S50202-2 (M)
S50203-2 (W)

C/O Black
S40202-2 (M)
S40203-2 (W)

C/O White
S40202-1 (M)
S40203-1 (W)

Available
Now

SRP
$149.95
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Integrity Walker3 Walk on, all day.
For those who need responsive cushioning from a neutral walker, the Integrity 
Walker 3 features a premium full grain leather upper for a secure fit to last all day.

Good things to know
Feels light and springy 

PWRRUN is the next generation of amazing cushioning and 
gives you a luxurious underfoot feel that won’t break down.

Durable upper 

With a crafted full grain leather upper, every stroll is a 
comfortable one.

Slip-resistant outsole 

Slip-resistant soles allow for confident strides on all types 
of surfaces.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight
Men 11.5oz (326g)

Women 10.3oz (292g)

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-11, 12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Key details

C/O White
S50204-1 (M)
S50205-1 (W)
S50208-1 (XW)
S50206-1 (N)

C/O Black
S50204-2 (M)
S50205-2 (W)
S50208-2 (XW)

C/O Grey
S50204-3 (M)
S50205-3 (W)
S50208-3 (XW)

C/O Grey
S40205-3 (M)
S40208-3 (W)

C/O White
S40205-1 (M)
S40208-1 (W)

C/O Black
S40205-2 (M)
S40208-2 (W)

Available
Now

SRP
$129.95
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Guide14

Sizes
Kids’ 1-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Grey / Blue / Black
SK264331 (M)

Mesh upper for structure 
or stretch and enhanced 
breathability 
 
Compression molded EVA  
 
No-sew material application 
for a lightweight, seamless, 
and flexible feel  
 
Traditional lace closure for a 
secure fit 
 
 

Recycled PET linings
 
FORMFIT performance 
contoured footbed 
 
Medial side post for stability
Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 
 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

TRI-FLEX rubberized lugs 
for grip  
 
Antimicrobial treatmeant 
lining to minimize the risk of 
odor causing bacteria

Good things to know

Ride14
NewNew

Sizes
Kids’ 1-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Blue
SK265073 (M)

VIZI
SK265362 (M)

Pink
SK165318 (M)

Good things to know

Lightweight and flexible 
one piece mesh upper with 
sublimation print and 3D 
print details 

Hot melt toe cap added for 
durability

 

Lace closure for secure fit 

Recycled PET linings 

Non-marking full rubber 
outsole for durability

Purple / Blue
SK164333 (M)

Available
Now

Available
6/25/21

SRP
$89.99

SRP
$89.99
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Kinvara12

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Grey / Orange
SK265076 (M)

Blue / Pink
SK165077 (M)

VIZI
SK265363 (M)

Good things to know

Lightweight knit upper with 
toe cap for durability  
 
Engineered mesh for 
structure or stretch and 
enhanced breathability  
 
No-sew material application 
for a lightweight, seamless, 
and flexible feel 

FORM2U memory foam 
technology in the footbed  

Recycled PET linings

FORMFIT performance 
contoured footbed  
 
TRI-FLEX rubberized lugs 
for grip  

Rubber at toe and heel 
for durability  

Traditional lace closure 
for a secure fit  

Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize the risk 
of odor causing bacteria  
 
Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

Kinvara12 A/C

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-3

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Grey / Orange
SK265080 (M)

Blue / Pink
SK165081 (M)

VIZI
SK265079 (M)

Good things to know

New outsole with PWRRUN 
cushioning for a lightweight 
feel 

Flexible sole design to 
quickly transition from 
landing to take-off 

Engineered mesh for 
structure, stretch and 
enhanced breathability 

Alternative closure or easy 
on/off   

No-sew material application 
for a lightweight, seamless 
and flexible feel  

Antimicrobial lining that 
minimizes the risk of odor-
causing bacteria  

Recycled PET linings  

Rubber at toe and heel for 
durability  

FORM2U memory foam 
technology in the footbed  

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$74.99

SRP
$74.99
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Kinvara12 JR

Sizes
Baby 4-12

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Grey / Orange
SL265050 (M, W)

Blue / Pink
SL165053 (M, W)

VIZI
SL265051 (M, W)

Good things to know

Lightweight mesh upper for 
durability  

Alternative closure with 
adjustable hook and loop 
strap for improved it and 
easy on/off

 

FORM2U memory foam 
technology in the footbed  

Rubber at toe and heel for 
durability 

Non-marking TRI-FLEX 
rubber outsole for durability 
and grip
 
Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize risk of 
odor causing bacteria 
Recycled PET linings

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

B
oy

Navy / Grey / Red
SK265054 (M)

Lace closure for a snug fit

Water-repellent upper for 
protection from the elements

Anti-stink lining that fights 
bacteria

Stretchable heel that allows 
for easy foot entry and a 
secure fit

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
cushioning

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

APMA certified

Good things to know

Wind Shield

G
ir

l

Navy / Green / Pink
SK165055 (M)

NewNew

Kinvara12 A/C

Available
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$59.99

SRP
$69.99
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Sizes
Baby 4-10

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key detailsKey details

B
oy

B
oy

Navy / Grey / Red
SL265058 (M, W)

Navy / Grey / Red
SK265056 (M)

Alternative closure for easy 
adjustability and on/off
 
Water-repellent upper for 
protection from the elements

Anti-stink lining that fights 
bacteria 

 

tretchable heel that allows 
for easy foot entry and a 
secure fit
 
Lightweight EVA midsole for 
cushioning

 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

APMA certified

Alternative closure for easy 
adjustability and on/off
 
Water-repellent upper for 
protection from the elements

Anti-stink lining that fights 
bacteria 

 

tretchable heel that allows 
for easy foot entry and a 
secure fit
 
Lightweight EVA midsole for 
cushioning

 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

APMA certified

Good things to knowGood things to know

Wind ShieldA/C JRWind ShieldA/C

G
ir

l

G
ir

l

Navy / Green / Pink
SL165058 (M, W)

Navy / Green / Pink
SK165048 (M)

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$69.99

SRP
$59.99
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Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

B
oy

Grey / Orange / Navy
SK265059 (M)

Black / White / Blue
SK265365 (M)

C/O Black 
SK261815 (M, W, XW)

Blue / Pink
SK165060 (M)

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

Close to the ground feel for 
enhanced stability

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
extra cushioning                       
                          
Non-marking traction pods 
on the outsole for a serious 
grip

Durable leather and 
breathable mesh upper  
    
APMA certified

Good things to know

Wind
G

ir
l

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

B
oy

Grey / Red / Yellow
SK265366 (M)

C/O Navy 
SK261527 (M, W, XW)

Alternative closure for easy 
on/off 

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

Close to the ground feel for 
enhanced stability

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
extra cushioning

Non-marking traction pods 
on the outsole for a serious 
grip

Durable leather and 
breathable mesh upper                                                        

APMA certified

Good things to know

Wind WindA/C

G
ir

l

Fuschia / Teal / Purple
SK165062 (M)

C/O Purple
SK161528 (M, W)

Wind ShieldA/C JR

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$59.99

SRP
$59.99
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Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-5

Key details

B
oy

Blue / Yellow
SK265068 (M, W)

Grey / Camo
SK265124 (M)

Convenient alternative 
closure for easy on/off and 
adjustability

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

Close to the ground feel for 
enhanced stability

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
extra cushioning                     
                                   
Non-marking traction pods 
on the outsole for a serious 
grip

Durable leather and 
breathable mesh upper              

APMA certified

Toe Cap for extra durability

Good things to know

Flash A/C2.0
G

ir
l

Navy / Camo
SK165071 (M)

C/O Purple Multi
SK164983(M)

Sizes
Baby 4-12

Key details

B
oy

Blue / Yellow
SL265319 (M, W)

Olive Camo
SL265084 (M, W)

Navy / Pink Camo
SL165085 (M, W)

C/O Pink Metallic
SL163407 (M, W, XW)

Leather and mesh upper for 
durability and breathability

Alternative closure for easy 
on/off

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

Close to the ground feel for 
stability 

Cushy EVA midsole for 
lightweight feel

Non-marking traction pods 
on the outsole for serious 
grip

APMA certified

Good things to know

Ride10 JR

G
ir

l

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$64.99

SRP
$59.99
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Peregrine11 Shield

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Black / Red
SK265106 (M, W)

Turq Multi
SK165107 (M)

VIZI
SK265367 (M)

Switchback2.0

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Blue / Citron
SK264660 (M)

Navy / Magenta
SK164661 (M)

Good things to know Good things to know

DWR-treated water repellent 
upper for protection

Leather and mesh upper 

Traditional lace closure for 
a secure fit 

Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 

Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize the risk of 
odor causing bacteria 

Non-marking rugged and 
durable outsole for long 
lasting all-terrain traction 

BOA® Fit System for a fast, 
micro-adjustable lace fit 

Lightweight and breathable 
upper 

No-sew material application 
for a lightweight, seamless 
and flexible feel

Anti-bacterial properties in 
lining helps prevent bacteria 
and control odor 

Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 

Single-density midsole for 
cushioning and comfort 

Contoured FORMFIT 
Performance footbed 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

Ride10 JR

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$79.99

SRP
$74.99
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Peregrine11 Shield A/C

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Good things to know

DWR-treated water repellent 
upper for protection 

Leather and mesh upper 

Alternative closure for easy 
on/off and adjustability

Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 

Recycled PET linings

Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize the risk of 
odor causing bacteria 

Non-marking rugged and 
durable outsole for long 
lasting all-terrain traction 

New upper design gives this 
tried and true style a fresh 
look 

Black / Red
SK265108 (M)

Turq Multi
SK165109 (M)

VIZI
SK265368 (M)

VertexLace

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Good things to know

Lace closure for a snug fit 

Anti-stink lining that fights 
bacteria 

 

Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
cushioning

 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability 

Deep flex grooves in outsole 
provide greater flexibility

Black
SK264664 (M, W)

Silver / Purple
SK165002 (M)

C/O Blush / Grey
SK164024 (M)

White
SK264665 (M)

C/O Olive Camo
SK264023 (M)

New Colours
6/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$74.99

SRP
$69.99
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Jazz CourtVertexA/C

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key detailsKey details

G
ir

l

G
ir

l

B
oy

B
oy

White / Navy
SK264397 (M)

Blue / Black
SK264357 (M)

Red / White
SK265122 (M)

C/O Grey / Black 
SK263258 (M)

White / Coral / Leopard
SK165123 (M)

Purple
SK164358 (M)

Off White / Yellow / Leopard
SK165138 (M)

C/O Black / Rose Gold
SK163261 (M)

Good things to knowGood things to know

Leather and mesh upper for 
durability & breathability 

Traditional lace closure  

Non-marking rubber cupsole 
with traditional triangle 
design 

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

Alternative closure with 
extended gore strap for easy 
adjustability and on/off 

Anti-stink lining that fights 
bacteria 

 

Reinforced toe cap for 
durability 

Lightweight EVA midsole for 
cushioning 

Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability 

Deep flex grooves in outsole 
provide greater flexibility

NewNew

Available
7/25/21

New Colours
6/25/21

SRP
$69.99

SRP
$69.99
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Jazz Lite2.0

Sizes
Baby 4-12

Key details

G
ir

l
B

oy

Blue / Green
SL265027 (M, W)

Grey
SL265118 (M)

Fuschia / Turq
SL165120 (M, W)

Navy / Purple / Turq
SL165121 (M)

Good things to know

Leather and mesh upper for 
durability & breathability 

Traditional lace closure  

Non-marking rubber cupsole 
with traditional triangle 
design 

Anti-stink lining that helps 
prevent bacteria

NewNew

Available
6/25/21

SRP
$54.99
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NotesNotes
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LANDING ZONE MIDFOOT TORSIONAL FLEXIBILITYMEDIAL POST

A runner’s individual body and stride dynamics determine how much added stability they need from their shoes.
The level of added stability is determined by the balance between lateral and medial heel constructions.

Allows foot to roll to ground with a 
smooth natural motion rather than 

slapping down

Lateral point of contact engineered to 
decrease twisting force around ankle 

joints generated by foot strike

Sti�er medial construction counters 
inward rotation force generated by 

lateral heel strike

SUPPORT LEVEL

LIBERTY ISO REDEEMER ISO2OMNI ISOHURRICANE ISO5GUIDE ISO2

LANDING ZONE MIDFOOT TORSIONAL FLEXIBILITYMEDIAL POST

A runner’s individual body and stride dynamics determine how much added stability they need from their shoes.
The level of added stability is determined by the balance between lateral and medial heel constructions.

Allows foot to roll to ground with a 
smooth natural motion rather than 

slapping down

Lateral point of contact engineered to 
decrease twisting force around ankle 

joints generated by foot strike

Sti�er medial construction counters 
inward rotation force generated by 

lateral heel strike

SUPPORT LEVEL

LIBERTY ISO REDEEMER ISO2OMNI ISOHURRICANE ISO5GUIDE ISO2

LANDING ZONE MIDFOOT TORSIONAL FLEXIBILITYMEDIAL POST

A runner’s individual body and stride dynamics determine how much added stability they need from their shoes.
The level of added stability is determined by the balance between lateral and medial heel constructions.

Allows foot to roll to ground with a 
smooth natural motion rather than 

slapping down

Lateral point of contact engineered to 
decrease twisting force around ankle 

joints generated by foot strike

Sti�er medial construction counters 
inward rotation force generated by 

lateral heel strike

SUPPORT LEVEL

LIBERTY ISO REDEEMER ISO2OMNI ISOHURRICANE ISO5GUIDE ISO2

Support good habits.
Many runners find that they need their footwear to help them maintain a comfortable alignment. 

For those runners we build shoes with added structure to help reduce the joint torques that overstress their bodies. 
A runner’s individual body and stride dynamics determine how much added structure they need from their shoes. 

The level of support is determined by the balance between lateral and medial constructions.

Lateral point of contact engineered to decrease twisting 
force around ankle joints generated by foot strike.

Landing Zone: Torque Reduction

Stiffer medial construction counters inward 
rotation force generated by lateral heel strike.

Medial Structure Zone: Torque Resistance

Allows foot to roll to ground with a smooth 
natural motion rather than slapping down.

Midfoot Torsional Flexibility
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Good from all angles.
We’ve expanded FORMFIT to extend beyond an underfoot cradle to provide better adaptability to 

your foot from every touchpoint. It’s the sum of a host of craftsmanship techniques—like 3D Printed 
overlays, soft engineered mesh, and contoured heel collars—that conform to you for a made-for-me-
feel. The end-result is comfort that disappears on foot, so you stay focused on the distance ahead.  

Unrestricted
forefoot

Adjustable
midfoot

Secure
heel

Adaptive
underfoot

• Collar foam

• Tongue foam

• Lining

• Last shape

• Sockliner

• Topsole/strobel

• Footbed contour

• Manufacturing processes
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Technology Glossary
COMFORT LITE SOCKLINER
Molded sockliner contoured to cradle the heel, support the 
arch and reduce peak pressures in the forefoot. Built from 
premium EVA for an exceptionally responsive feel.

FORMFIT
Our exclusive 3D approach to fit that feels personalized 
through the use of an underfoot cradle construction that 
is topped with cushioning that shapes to you, plus upper 
materials that flex, stretch, and protect.

FOUNDATION PLATFORM
Provides a highly versatile, accommodating fit and feel 
designed to maximize comfort and support. Specifically 
designed for compatibility with orthotics or shoe inserts.

GRID
Offers stable cushioning in the heel.

iBR+
A 33% lighter and more cushioned blown rubber than our 
standard formula.

OFFSET
Heel-to-toe differential of the shoe, inclusive of the 
midsole and outsole measurements.

POWERGRID
PWRFOAM material is integrated with GRID technology 
to create a system that effectively centers the foot, 
absorbs impact and distributes pressure, resulting in an 
exceptionally smooth and responsive ride.

PROGRID
More responsive than EVA, PROGRID provides incredible 
cushioning in a lightweight package.

PWRGRID+
PWRGRID+ platform is over 20% more cushioned and 
15% more resilient than a standard POWERGRID 
construction, providing a plush feel, responsive ride, 
and superior impact protection.

PWRFOAM
PWRFOAM EVA-based cushioning provides durability, 
resiliency and responsiveness.

PWRRUN+
The latest breakthrough in PU-based cushioning that is 
formulated at a lower density to increase the softness and 
decrease the weight of the super-resilient cushioning. It 
gives you the best in all six aspects of cushioning—impact 
absorption, stride response, pressure reduction, energy 
return, durability, and weight.

PWRRUNPB

PWRRUNPB is Saucony’s premiere cushioning material. 
A beaded foam made from a proprietary blend of PEBA 
polymers, PWRRUN PB is half the weight of EVA and 
exceptionally bouncy (88% energy return). It also is very 
consistent across a wide range of temperatures, and 
dramatically more durable than EVA.

PWRRUN
The latest upgrade in EVA-based cushioning that provides 
even more energy-return rebound and durability than 
previous formulations.

PWRTRAC
Tacky, durable rubber that provides exceptional traction 
and abrasion resistance. Compound has a Coefficient of 
Friction (COF) that is 3x that of normal carbon rubber.

SRC
Super Rebound Compound provides durable shock 
absorption in the heel crashpad to help reduce torque and 
allow for a smooth transition into the midfoot.

SSL
Saucony Super Lite EVA blend that maximizes rebound 
and durability while minimizing weight.

SUPPORT FRAME
Molded support locks the heel in place for a secure, stable 
fit.

SPEEDROLL
Our revolutionary SPEEDROLL Technology propels you 
forward with the feeling of continuous momentum. Its two 
core variables are elevated cushioning and a stiff forefoot, 
which result in an instantly responsive ride, so you can run
faster, not harder. 

TRI-FLEX
Our TRI-FLEX outsole works to increase force dispersion 
over a greater surface area while also delivering optimal 
flexibility and traction.

VIBRAM ARCTIC GRIP®
Vibram Arctic Grip® Technology provides unparalleled 
traction in wet, slippery condition

VERSAFOAM
A durable EVA-based cushioning that has been tuned for a 
responsive ride.

VERSARUN
An incredible value-oriented EVA-based cushioning that 
feels responsive and has the durability required to hold up 
to a variety of activities.

XT-900
Premium carbon rubber outsole material that offers 
exceptional traction and highwear properties. 

XT-600
Carbon rubber outsole material that offers exceptional 
abrasion and traction properties.
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Orders 
All orders are subject to acceptance by Saucony, 
Inc. (hereinafter called SAUCONY).

Weights 
Weights listed for shoes are approximate and 
may vary. All shoe weights are examples based 
on a men’s sample size 9 and women’s sample 
size 8. 
Weights will vary by size.

Prices
Prices are subject to change without notice. 
At-once orders will be invoiced at the prices 
prevailing at the time of shipments. Prices 
are not guaranteed except under SAUCONY’s 
booking programs.

Terms of sale 
All SAUCONY goods shall be sold F.O.B. shipping 
point. Payment for all SAUCONY goods sold on 
open account will be due and payable 
pursuant to the terms and conditions stated on 
SAUCONY’s invoice. The terms and conditions 
contained herein and in any SAUCONY Sales 
Orders take precedence over any terms and 
conditions set forth in Customer’s Purchase 
Order or other similar document. Any sums 
not paid within net terms are subject to a 
late charge at the rate of the less or 1.5% of 
such amount per month (18% per year), or the 
highest rate permitted by law, until such amount 
is paid. Applicant shall pay costs, expenses 
and reasonable attorney’s fees as SAUCONY 
may incur in any manner of collection of any 
sums past due. These terms of sale shall be 
constructed under Massachusetts law. Any 
proceeding arising out of, or in connection with, 
this agreement may be brought in any state or 
federal court of competent jurisdiction within 
the state of Massachusetts, and the Customer 
consents to the jurisdiction of such courts.

Cancellations/Revisions
Any request for cancellation or revision of 
an order for SAUCONY goods must be made 
through the SAUCONY Customer Service Team. 
A request to cancel an order which has been 
entered into SAUCONY’s order system must be 
made, in writing, at least three (3) weeks prior 
to the requested need date and is subject to 
SAUCONY’s approval. During booking season, 
we begin shipping orders two (2) weeks 
before the requested ship date in order to 
accommodate the volume of orders we receive. 
Cancel dates are strictly adhered to.

Loss or damage in transit
SAUCONY shall not be responsible for SAUCONY 
goods lost or damaged in transit. Customer shall 
be responsible for checking its shipment upon 
delivery for total carton count and condition. 
Any shortage in total carton count or evidence 
of damage to SAUCONY goods must be noted 
on the carrier’s delivery receipt and reported 
to the carrier’s local office immediately upon 
receipt of goods.

Shortages in unopened cartons
All shortages must be reported to the SAUCONY 
Customer Service Team within ten (10) days from 
the date of SAUCONY’s invoice. Customer shall 
be required to furnish SAUCONY with an invoice 
or shipping order number and an itemization 
of all shortages/overages by product code, size 
and quantity. Incomplete claims and claims filed 
more than thirty (30) days after the SAUCONY 
invoice date will not be accepted. Customer shall 
be required to furnish Customer’s claim number, 
if any, when reporting a claim.

Back orders
All back orders shall be shipped F.O.B. shipping 
point. No deductions are allowed for freight, 
parcel post or UPS charges. All back orders not 
shipped within thirty (30) days of the requested 
ship date will be canceled unless otherwise 
requested in writing by Customer.

Defective returns
Returns of defective shoes must be authorized 
in advance by SAUCONY Customer Service.  
SAUCONY will issue the appropriate number 
of return authorization labels to Customer. All 
defective returns must have a valid SAUCONY 
return authorization label affixed to the outside 
of each carton. Cartons delivered without a valid 
return authorization label will be refused by 
SAUCONY. Returns must state what is defective 
on each shoe. Customer shall not package 
returns to stock with defective returns.

Authorized defective returns are to be shipped 
to:

Wolverine Worldwide Canada ULC
6225 Millcreek Drive
Mississauga ON  L5N 0G2

SAUCONY, in its sole discretion, will determine 
whether the goods are defective. If Customer 
does not provide the invoice number at the 
time of return request, SAUCONY shall credit 
Customer for defective returns at the prices 
prevailing on the date the credit is issued.

Return to stock
All returns to stock of SAUCONY goods must be 
authorized in advance by SAUCONY Customer 
Service. Request for authorization to return 
SAUCONY goods must be made within thirty 
(30) days from the date of SAUCONY’s invoice. 
SAUCONY’s shipping order number or invoice 
number shall be required on all return to stock 
claims. SAUCONY will issue the appropriate 
number of SAUCONY return authorization labels 
to Customer. All returns to stock must have a 
valid SAUCONY return authorization label affixed 
to the outside of each carton. Cartons delivered 
without a valid SAUCONY return authorization 
label will be refused by SAUCONY. All returns 
to stock must be shipped prepaid. If the return 
to stock is due to a SAUCONY error, SAUCONY 
shall credit Customer for the return shipping 
charges upon receipt of Customer’s freight bill. 
If return is due to a packing or shipping error, 
the original packing slip must be included with 
the return authorization. Without the packing 
slip, SAUCONY shall credit all returns to stock 
at prices prevailing on the date credit is issued. 
All returns to stock will be assessed a fifteen 
percent (15%) restocking charge unless the 
SAUCONY 
goods were shipped in error by SAUCONY.

Authorized new (return or stock) returns are 
shipped to:

Wolverine Worldwide Canada ULC
6225 Millcreek Drive
Mississauga ON  L5N 0G2

Additional charges will be assessed if re-boxing, 
unlacing, re-bagging or removal of Customer 
tags is necessary.

Refused shipments
Freight charges and restocking fees may be 
applied to refused shipments.

Closeouts
All SAUCONY merchandise that was shipped 
with Customer consent will not be considered for 
return. The shipments are on a ship and cancel 
basis and are final at the time of shipment.

Consignment inventory
SAUCONY does not sell inventory on 
consignment. Customer is responsible for 
acceptance and 
payment of inventory sold under Terms and 
Conditions stated here.

Transshipping
Customer shall not sell SAUCONY goods to 
another retailer, distributor or broker; within 
or outside of Canada, without SAUCONY’s 
expressed written consent. Violation of 
this condition may result in termination of 
Customer’s account and legal action.

Distribution channels
Customer is prohibited from either (1) selling 
any SAUCONY products, through telephone 
solicitations, mail and direct order solicitations, 
on or in connection with catalogs, or through 
electronic commerce or any other electronic 
means (including but not limited to the Internet 
or any on-line services); or (2) advertising or 
promoting any SAUCONY products, or in any 
manner using the SAUCONY name or any mark 
or logo of SAUCONY, by electronic commerce 
or any other electronic means (including but not 
limited to the Internet or any on-line services), 
without the prior written approval of SAUCONY 
for any such sales or advertisements. SAUCONY 
may grant or withhold approval in its sole 
discretion, and any approval shall be subject to 
such terms and conditions as SAUCONY deems 
desirable.

Terms & Conditions
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